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Rural Economy and Connectivity Committee 

8th Meeting, 2020 (Session 5), Wednesday, 4 March 2020 

Inquiry into construction and procurement of ferry vessels in Scotland 

Background 

1. The Rural Economy and Connectivity (REC) Committee has agreed to conduct an
inquiry into construction and procurement of ferry vessels in Scotland1.

2. The inquiry aims to identify and address current and future challenges and
opportunities in the procurement of new vessels to support Scotland’s ferries
network and will consider the updated timetable and costs associated with the
completion of two new hybrid ferries by Ferguson Marine Engineering Ltd. to serve
the Clyde and Hebrides ferries network.

3. On 4 March, the Committee will take evidence in two panels. The Committee will
firstly hear from Duncan Mackison, Chief Executive Officer of David MacBrayne
Ltd and Robbie Drummond, Managing Director of CalMac Ferries Ltd.

4. The Committee will then take evidence from Scottish Government Transport
Scotland officials.

5. David MacBrayne Limited and CalMac Ferries Limited have jointly provided a
written submission to the Committee, which is annexed to this paper.

6. This will be the Committee’s fifth and sixth evidence sessions on the inquiry. On
22 January, the Committee took evidence from the Ferguson Marine Turnaround
Director and Ferguson Marine Programme Review Board members. On 29
January the Committee took evidence from ferries experts, the Chair and a
member of the CalMac Community Board, and the Chair of the Transportation and
Infrastructure Committee, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar. On 5 February, the
Committee took evidence from  Luke Van Beek, CBE former independent adviser
to the Scottish Government on shipbuilding and from the former senior
management of Ferguson Marine Engineering Limited.

7. Further information on the inquiry can be found on the Scottish Parliament website:
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/113986.a
spx

Rural Economy and Connectivity Committee clerks 
March 2020 

1 https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/113986.aspx 
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David MacBrayne Limited and CalMac Ferries Limited 

Response to the Rural Economy and Connectivity Committee's call for evidence into the 

construction and procurement of ferries in Scotland 

28 February 2020 

Background 

David MacBrayne Limited (DML) 

DML is a private limited company governed under the Companies Act and wholly owned by the 

Scottish Ministers. The Company was set up to bid for, win and operate contracts. Aside from subsidies 

to operate contracts won in competition, DML receives no financial or other support from the Scottish 

Government as that would amount to state aid. DML stands or falls by its ability to win business and 

to operate that business profitably. 

DML’s vision is to build ‘world class’ capability in its core Clyde and Hebrides Ferry Services (CHFS) 

contract that can be used as an exemplar to win new business for the economic benefit of our 

shareholder. 

DML is governed by an independent board comprising six Non-Executive and two Executive directors. 

CalMac Ferries Limited (CalMac or CFL) 

CalMac is the wholly owned operating company of DML. It runs several contracts, the largest being 

the CHFS contract for Transport Scotland. CalMac also has a contract to operate harbours for 

Caledonian Maritime Assets Limited (CMAL). CalMac employs around 1,650 employees some of whom 

are employed through a subsidiary Caledonian MacBrayne Crewing (Guernsey) Limited. 

CalMac’s vision is to “generate social and economic value for our communities”. 

Caledonian Maritime Assets Limited (CMAL) 

CMAL is a company wholly owned by the Scottish Ministers, created in 2006 to own ports and vessels 

on the West Coast of Scotland necessary to deliver vital ferry services. It has no legal or structural 

connection with DML or CalMac. 

Clyde and Hebrides Ferry Services contract (CHFS) 

CalMac bid for and won the latest CHFS contract in an open competition run by Transport Scotland 

under Scotland Procurement rules. The contract commenced in October 2016 and runs for six years 

to September 2022. It can be extended by Transport Scotland for two further years. 

The contract is a public services contract (PSC). It tightly specifies the routes, timetables and ticket 

pricing to deliver Transport Scotland policy. The operator is not allowed to depart from the 

specification, and any new routes or vessels are incorporated as contract variations. 

The contract requires the operator to use vessels owned and supplied by CMAL under bareboat 

charter where CalMac is responsible for operating and maintaining the vessels as well as supplying the 

crew. The operator is not allowed to bring their own vessels to the contract. The exception to this is 

the Gourock-Dunoon route which was incorporated into the CHFS contract as a contract variation in 

2019 with vessels procured by DML. 
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The contract is tightly managed against key performance indicators (KPIs) with performance penalties 

applied for late or cancelled sailings due to technical failures. 

Bidders were required to bid a fixed price to operate the contract over six years. This means that 

CalMac must manage revenues and costs to deliver the contract profitably.  Losses would threaten 

the existence of CalMac. 

Business Case for 801 and 802 

In 2012, as part of the Scottish Ferries Plan 2013-2022, Transport Scotland agreed an investment plan 

to build two new vessels, one to replace MV Isle of Arran and one to replace MV Isle of Mull.  This was 

followed by the publication of the Vessel Replacement and Deployment Plan (VRDP) in 2015, which 

stated that the two new vessels would be procured and deployed on Ardrossan-Brodick and the Uig-

Tarbert/Lochmaddy routes as the routes facing the largest capacity challenges. 

The VRDP document represented a policy of investment in both vessel and harbour assets, 

commencing with 801/802. The intention was to design and build a standardised set of vessels which 

could be deployed flexibly across the network, providing some much-needed capacity and resilience 

to the ageing fleet. The build for 801 and 802 was intended to be the start of this standardised 

approach. 

Using the modelling from VRDP as a basis, the decision was taken by the Network Strategy Group (a 

tri-partite forum with representatives from Transport Scotland, CMAL and CalMac) that the vessels 

would be on a scale comparable to MV Clansman and MV Hebrides, with a 100m length and 16.4m 

breadth,  but with a modernised design and no central casing on the car deck. The decision was largely 

driven by these vessels’ record on reliability, seakeeping ability, operational capability and network 

flexibility. This approach was also considered to provide the optimum capacity for the demand that 

was expected without significantly increasing the vessels’ size, and to maximise the number of ports 

to which the vessels could be deployed. 

The vessels’ design also adopted the same crew on board strategy. While CalMac’s small fleet (19 in 

number) is crewed from on-shore, the operational strategy for the large vessels (14 in number) is for 

crew to live on board to maintain network resilience. If a vessel was tied to a home port, it could not 

operate alternative routes in the event of weather or technical disruption. Route resilience would also 

be reduced as a Master would have to be certain of returning to the home port before they could 

depart. 

Over 70% of CalMac’s staff of around 1,650 are already based in our island and coastal communities. 

Recruiting an exact mix of staff for each vessel within a daily commutable distance would be 

challenging. 

The design sought to maximise the car deck capacity within the scale of the MV Clansman and MV 

Hebrides. The specification required a car deck capacity of approximately 127 cars and passenger 

capacity of 1000. As with all CalMac vessels, the vessel has the flexibility to operate at different 

passenger certification levels in order to meet the requirements of different routes and seasons, 

altering the crewing requirements to suit. 

Due to the intent to create a set of standardised vessels, early in the specification process it was 

decided by the Network Strategy Group that the vessels would require to be able to operate to a range 

of routes and ports across the network including: 

• Ardrossan – Brodick;
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• Brodick – Gourock (as an alternative mainland berth to Ardrossan);

• Uig – Tarbert/Lochmaddy;

• Stornoway - Ullapool;

• Oban - Castlebay;

• Oban – Coll & Tiree;

• Oban - Craignure;

• Oban - Lochboisdale;

• Oban – Colonsay.

However, it was also recognised by the Network Strategy Group that works may be required at several 

of these ports to accommodate these vessels, and a programme of work would be initiated to consider 

the requirements and engage with harbour authorities to commence development. 

The vessels were designed as a Euro B class designed to operate on multiple routes on the West Coast 

of Scotland with a focus on effective operation on medium duration routes (30min to five hours). The 

specification required a dimensional analysis of the ports listed above to be performed within six 

weeks of the contract signature as a joint exercise between the buyer and builder to assess the ramp 

and port interfaces. 

With the progress made to date and the development plans currently underway, the vessels are 

expected to be able to deliver a resilient service to the following routes: 

• Ardrossan – Brodick;

• Uig – Tarbert/Lochmaddy;

• Stornoway - Ullapool;

• Oban - Castlebay;

The vessels will also be able to provide a minimum interface (ability to lower a vehicle ramp to work 

RoRo cargo but no access via Passenger Access Systems) at the following additional routes, although 

may not be as resilient as the incumbent and/or works may be required: 

• Brodick – Gourock (as an alternative mainland berth to Ardrossan);

• Oban – Coll & Tiree;

• Oban - Craignure;

• Oban - Lochboisdale;

• Oban – Colonsay

With this network availability in mind, there is anticipated to be a range of routes on which these 

vessels could be employed to provide relief cover for vessel dry-dockings and other planned outages. 

LNG 

There are several alternative fuel technologies available to reduce the greenhouse gas (GHG) 

emissions of shipping. However, in 2014, when these decisions were being taken, the only technically 

and commercially available alternative to Marine Gas Oil (MGO) to reduce GHG was LNG.  

LNG is widely available in large volumes at a cost comparable to MGO. It powers more than 300 vessels 

globally, with LNG bunkering infrastructure becoming more widely developed in the last five to seven 

years. However, such infrastructure remains limited and would need to expand before more 

widespread uptake of this fuel is realised. (DNVGL, 2019).  
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One of the policy intentions behind designing 801/802 as LNG vessels was to stimulate the availability 

of LNG in Scotland, helping drive improvements in the supply chain. The introduction of LNG fuelled 

ferries is driving LNG infrastructure improvements all over Europe. (Lipsith, 2019). Grey, 2020, notes 

that for decarbonisation of shipping to become a reality, governments will have to become more 

actively involved in the development of alternatives. 

LNG remains a bridging fuel between traditional marine fuels and more technically advanced 

alternative fuels. However, the use of LNG is likely to further increase in future years and remain as a 

significant marine fuel for the foreseeable future. It is rapidly approaching maturity as a fully 

developed technology with various suppliers active in the market (DNVGL, 2019). 

Another alternative technology is battery-electric propulsion; however, this is currently only suitable 

for very short segments, typically 30 minutes or less. For such services to operate in electric only mode, 

powerful shore-based charging infrastructure is required, which may not be available in the more 

remote areas of west Scotland. 

Battery technology is rapidly improving, being largely driven by automotive, consumer electronics and 

power industries. This has driven a more recent rapid uptake of battery technology for ferry 

operations, particularly in Norway and North America, with the first all-electric ferry, Ampere, 

delivered in 2015. As of mid-2019, there were 115 battery-electric ships in operation, with a further 

95 on order, (DNVGL, 2019).  

As the routes that 801/802 will operate are largely in excess of 30 minutes, LNG currently remains the 

most suitable technology to drive reductions in GHG emissions. We continue to monitor emerging 

technologies across the maritime industry. 

References: 

DNVGL. 2019. Maritime Forecast to 2050: Energy Transition Outlook 2019. DNVGL. 

Grey, M. 2020. Devising a Strategy for Future Fuels. [https://www.bairdmaritime.com/ship-

world/column-devising-a-strategy-for-future-fuels-grey-power/ accessed 19/02/20] 

Lipsith, G. 2019. European Ferries Foster LNG Bunker Network. 

[https://www.rivieramm.com/opinion/opinion/european-ferries-foster-lng-bunker-network-54869 

accessed 19/02/20] 

Procurement process for 801 and 802 

CalMac provided an initial specification to CMAL and Transport Scotland in line with the terms in the 

business case and the VRDP analysis. CMAL then procured Houlder to develop the specification based 

on their understanding of the requirements. This specification by Houlder was set at a higher level in 

order to stimulate innovation and design in the bidding process. As the future vessel owners, the issue 

of the ITT, the evaluation of bidders’ submissions and the award of the contract were matters solely 

for CMAL. 

1 What are your views on the conclusion and recommendations of the programme board with 

respect to delivering the most effective delivery programme for 801/802? 

The only priority for CalMac is to have two new vessels delivered to improve our service to 

communities and address the urgent capacity, relief and resilience challenges. Provided the ferries are 

delivered as specified in the contract and are certified by the MCA and classed by Lloyds Register, the 
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vessels will be welcomed by CalMac into the fleet and we will deliver them into operation to the 

benefit of our passengers. 

2 What has been the impact of the repeated delays to the completion of the contract to construct 

two hybrid ferries on the specific routes and Island communities awaiting delivery into service of 

the two vessels? 

Demand across the CHFS network has grown in recent years, showing an uplift of 37% in cars alone in 

the past five years, with some routes experiencing even higher growth driven by the introduction of 

Road Equivalent Tariff (RET). During the peak Easter and Summer months, our ferries are fully 

deployed with no ability to run additional sailings or extend the working day. The roll out of the 

Scottish Ferries Plan (2013) has also seen an extension of services across almost every route within 

the network resulting in vessels being worked longer and harder than ever before, whilst 

simultaneously ageing. 

The average age of the fleet is 23 years, with eight vessels over 30 years old, against a typical design 

life of 25 to 30 years. As we have no spare vessels, any technical breakdowns result in major disruption 

for communities. While significant funds have been invested in vessel resilience, it is inevitable that 

the risk of technical disruption will increase as the fleet continues to age. With many parts and systems 

now obsolete the cost and time taken to get vessels back into service has also increased. 

The two new vessels were due into service in 2018. They would have delivered much needed 

additional capacity and improved resilience on the Ardrossan-Brodick and Uig-Tarbert/Lochmaddy 

routes, enabled a cascade of vessels to improve capacity on other routes including Oban-Craignure 

and Mallaig-Armadale, and reduced the average age of the fleet. This would have also released a spare 

vessel that could have been used, subject to available funding, as a relief vessel which would have 

helped provide resilience to communities when technical breakdowns occur. 

4 What key challenges need to be addressed in procuring new vessels to support Scotland’s ferry 

Network? 

CalMac believes that Scotland needs a long-term strategy for ports and vessels. It is critical that future 

procurement of vessels is placed in the context of this strategy, and that communities should be fully 

involved in its creation. 

The strategy should identify the needs of the Island economies and communities and then design the 

service to meet these needs. Any discussion on the merits of vessel types must also be placed within 

a long-term strategy. 

5 How might the experience of the procurement and fulfilment of the current hybrid ferries contract 

inform the development of an updated ferries plan? 

CalMac believes that future Ferries Plans will of course relate to the CHFS contract and therefore 

require to be driven by Transport Scotland policy.  CalMac will always have a technical and customer 

view, often linked to our community connections, and has a role to play in contributing to the Ferries 

Plan in that context.  This procurement highlights the role that climate change is playing in influencing 

future design choices and the need to ensure that emerging technologies can continue to inform 

policy. 

Conclusion 

CalMac’s priority is the delivery of high quality, safe and reliable services as part of its Clyde and 

Hebrides Ferry Services contract with Transport Scotland.  We understand the complex needs of 
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customers and their communities.  Given our experience of operating these vital services for many 

years, we believe that CalMac has a significant contribution to make to plans to develop the network 

and similarly to the assets required to deliver a high-quality service.   

CalMac recognises the need to balance the short-term requirement to make decisions relating to the 

replacement of ageing vessels and facilities against the longer term need to develop a strategic plan 

to identify and prioritise appropriate asset investment choices.  CalMac works positively with CMAL 

and Transport Scotland in all such discussions and always tries to bring its perspective of customer 

requirements, community needs and operational factors to the table. 

Our main concern is and always will be the communities we serve. They are the ones who, more than 

any other stakeholder, are suffering from the delays to these vessels. CalMac has always stood ready 

to work in collaboration with those parties responsible for the procurement and building of 801 and 

802 – a position it maintains today.  
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